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Here you can find the menu of Sushi Bay in Miranda. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Sushi Bay:

amazing customer service, the team that works today was clearly close and did their absolute best. witnessed a
shocking customer treating the team with total disregard today from no reason! I made me look angry. the team
has done such a great job today, eating was well done ladies! read more. The premises on site are wheelchair
accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about

Sushi Bay:
very average sushi train. Once we went to the restaurant, there was a very bad smell, similar to old wet cleaning
machine/flame. it seems that the bad smell is a running problem. the options are very western, and there was not
much variety in the offer. sad because it seems like the only sushi train option in miranda. unfortunately I do not
recommend. even after the payment with the card noticed, they must be connect... read more. Sushi Bay from

Miranda prepares for you fine sushi (e.g., Maki and Te-Maki), as well as in many additional variations, with fresh
ingredients like fish, vegetables and meat, and it's made with lots of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat,

easily digestible Japanese dishes prepared. Furthermore, they proffer you flavorful seafood meals.
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Appet�er
TEMPURA

�s� & Seafoo�
ARROZ NEGRO

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Mai� course�
CRAB

SUSHI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
DESSERTS

SOUP

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
SALMON

COCONUT

AVOCADO

CHICKEN

BEEF

SEAFOOD

TRAVEL
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